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Mrs. Bernardo’s Website
My Home page – Welcome Letter

Resources – Overview of Third Grade, Curriculum by 
Trimester, Report Card Marking Codes, Specials Schedule 
and Supplies, and Birthdays

GOOGLE CLASSROOM
Homework and Announcements- Daily and weekly posts 
will be made in Google Classroom. 



Expectations
● �Come to school & Check in on Zoom on time 

(7:50-8:00 am)
● �Come to class PREPARED(in-class or remote); 

pencils sharpened, HW done, all books/ 
workbooks/ etc. that were brought home be 
brought back the next day; 

● �Complete homework/projects
● �Cooperate and participate in class
● �Be kind and respectful to others in class/online
● �Achieve our Class Goals & Faith Goals



Expectations
● When on Zoom, the children need to be on MUTE until 

the teacher asks that they unmute.

● Keep the videos on all the time so the teacher can see 

how the children are doing

● I will designate check-in times with the children learning 

remote.

● Have a choice to step away from the screen during 

snack (10:00-10:15) and during lunch and recess (12:02 

12:42). I will keep zoom on all the time.

● Do not leave the zoom meeting without asking 

permission. (unless experiencing technical difficulties.)



Daily Work
Google Classroom:

1. Stream - has current/important  announcements

2. Classwork - (different from the CLASSWORKS program we use 
in conjunction with the results of the Map Growth test)

3. Classwork is organized by topics
-Pods A & B for the Week of September 21-25

(posted as material or assignment)
-Virtual Group for the Week of September 21-25

(posted as material or assignment)
-General Information
-Subject Resources - contains summaries of the lessons
covered; links; videos; etc



Daily Work
1. Penmanship - We will begin together but can progress individually 

(virtual students need to upload their work on Google classroom)

2. Grammar - No need to upload HW; will do discussion/follow-up the 

next school day.

3. Reading- Instructions to upload any work to Google Classroom will be 

communicated. Otherwise discussions/follow-up will be done in school. 

Online work will be assigned to them every week for each selection we 

are reading in class. They can certainly go to the “BROWSE”tab and 

work on the activities. The online work can be seen under the 

“CLASSES” tab.

4. Mathematics- If homework is given, discussion/follow-up  the next 

school day; a specific way of marking their workbooks will be 

explained in class to promote self-assessment and better 

understanding of the lesson; Neatness of work is expected.



Daily Work
5. Religion- all work will be done in the Religion books.(Virtual 
students upload only the pages that you wrote your responses 
on.)

6. Social Studies and Science- any work that has to be turned in 
will be done on the next school day that their Pod is in class. To 
promote continuity in the lessons, these two subjects will be 
taught in alternating full weeks. (Virtual students upload your 
work.)

7. Writing Tasks in different writing genres- After the group 
lesson is presented, and the children begin drafting their work, 
more specific instructions and deadlines will be communicated. 
They will be given a window of time to complete any work 
assigned. They will use their Writer’s Notebook which they have 
to personalize and decorate. We will be doing these soon.



Daily Work
7. Vocabulary - Each Unit is about 2 weeks long. Vocabulary 
homework (definitions, synonyms, antonyms) can be completed for 
one week. Encouraged to interact more with the 10 vocabulary 
words. Use it in everyday conversation and in writing to make the 
words more meaningful.

8. Spelling – M- 3x each; T- ABC Order; W- Sentences/Paragraphs; 
Th-Study; F-Test (Pods A & B turn in papers in class; virtual group 
uploads work

9. CLASSWORKS - Since this program is closely integrated to the 
children’s performance on the Map Growth test, I highly recommend 
that they spend time daily  to help them achieve personal growth. 



Assessments
● �Spelling- Weekly test in Spelling; related to 

phonics study; includes a grade in Penmanship; 
sent home in Test folders- discuss, sign, comments

● �Math -Chapter tests; Math- Check Your Progress 
worksheet as a self-assessment prior to the 
Chapter test

● English - I plan to break up the chapter tests into 
smaller chunks per topic.

● Social Studies/Science - graded worksheets, 
graded workbook pages



Assessments
● �Reading ---Test is geared towards application of 

comprehension skills and strategies; includes selection 
vocabulary, spelling/phonics focus, a constructed 
response section (Look Back & Write) Selection test will 
be assigned online for the virtual group. The constructed 
response part (Look Back & Write) will be completed on a 
writing tablet and uploaded to Google classroom. (Not for 
Pods A & B)

● �Vocabulary Workshop- Every 2 weeks, after each 
unit (Definitions, Synonyms/Antonyms, Sentences)



Assessments
● ��Writing Exercises- will do different forms of 

writing;They will be given a Rubric scoring guide.
● Feedback & Guidance – (In-class students) 

comments in notebooks are given to promote 
success and improvement of work ; (Virtual students 
upload work and I will provide feedback and 
guidance through google classroom.

● �Personal and Social development
(assessed  through observation & interaction whether 
in-person or virtual)



Communication
● �e-mail: abernardo@hobokencatholic.org

● �Send me a note through your child; share 
feedback(email/virtual)

● �Notes  to Home(or email)  from the Teacher, 
promote open communication and achieve timely 
action on important matters.

● �Call the office  at (201)963-9535 & I will return 
your call ASAP

mailto:abernardo@hobokencatholic.org


My Hopes...

Children …It is my hope that they will become 
happy, confident learners, who are kind & respectful 
to others, and who have a sense of faith in God.

Parents…It is my hope that we can work together 
closely; to trust me when I say that I will love and 
care for your children  in the best way I can.

As a Teacher…Get to know your children enough , 
and be blessed with the insight and understanding  
of how I can bring out the best in them.



Thank you 
for being here tonight.


